AFA Policy Pertaining to Breeders Banned from AFA Sanctioned Shows

• As of 2004, no ferret is permitted to show in the Breeder, Adolescent or Alter Title Classes unless the ferret’s sire and dam is listed, to include the proper prefix [breeder of the ferret].

• Any ferret bred by a breeder that is banned from showing by the AFA can not be shown in an AFA sanctioned show.

• Any ferret whose sire or dam was bred by a breeder that is banned from showing by the AFA, yet who was not bred by a banned breeder, can only be shown once they have been spayed or neutered.

• Any misrepresentation or omission of data pertaining to the breeder of a ferret or the breeder of a ferret’s sire or dam is grounds for the individual(s) responsible for the offense to be banned.